A hinge-based aligner for fast, large-scale assembly of microfluidic chips.
Microfluidics has shown its vitality in scientific research. But the lack of fast and straightforward approaches for aligning chip and easy-to-control on-chip valve still prevent microfluidic chips from becoming powerful commercial products. This work presents an aligner based on hinge structures, which we call a "hinge aligner", for aligning microfluidic chips. Two flat chip holders are connected by a connecting rod so that the chip holders can rotate relative to each other along the connecting rod, in the way a hinge works. The two chip holders contain pre-designed recesses for placing two chips which can align chips with 20 μm resolution. Meanwhile, with this hinge aligner, we can easily implement a fully sealed on-chip valve, which can prevent aqueous liquids from leaking even at 80 °C for 30 min. The real immunoassay result shows aligned microfluidic chips can detect protein with improved reproducibility in both high and low concentration of biomarkers.